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Editor

When I was young, I thought success was having a

the articles for this issue, I have become increasingly pleased

big house, the perfect car, a handsome husband on your arm,

with the result of this exploration. As you read about what just

climbing the corporate ladder at some “big wig” job, and

a handful of our alumni are doing, success may take on a whole

making tons of money. That is the lie that the world will try to

new meaning for you. At least, that is my hope.

sell you. And I’ll admit, I succumbed to that lie for a period of
Personally, I subscribe to this simple definition of

time.

success: making a difference in the lives of those around you.
As I have gotten older, my priorities have changed
drastically. In my twenties I thought I knew everything. Now,

Being a loyal friend.

in my thirties, I realize I know nothing. I don’t know if it takes

Being a loving spouse.

everyone this long to find themselves, but in the past few years

Being a considerate neighbor.

I have just begun to discover what I’m passionate about, what

Being a thoughtful employee OR employer.

moves my soul, where I want to place my energy, and what

Treating others the way that you want to be

success (for lack of a better term) is to me. Life is not as I

treated.

thought it would be.

Doing something for someone that you know
cannot return the gesture.

I recently read a quote by Susan B. Anthony that said,

Caring for those without a voice.

“The older I get, the more power I seem to have to help the
world; I am like a snowball – the further I am rolled, the more I
gain.” That sums up how I have been feeling as of late.

Such simple things, but sometimes so hard to execute.
For me, being a snowball would be success – the further I am
rolled, the more I gain.

I thought it would be illuminating to explore the idea
of success from multiple perspectives. As I have edited through

"The older I get, the more power I seem to have to
help the world; I am like a snowball - the further I am
rolled, the more I gain." Susan B. Anthony
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THE MOUNT VERNON
GRAND HOTEL
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Success
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The former Historic Curtis Inn, presented to MVNU
by Ariel Corporation in September 2013, has been renamed The

$500K AULT ENDOWMENT
The Church of the Nazarene Foundation, through Dr.

Mount Vernon Grand Hotel. It is tentatively scheduled to open in
the winter of 2015. The hotel will be open to MVNU guests and

Don Lain, presented $500,000 to Dr. Henry Spaulding, President

everyday visitors.

of Mount Vernon Nazarene University, for the establishment of
the Harlan S. and M. Marie Ault Endowment. This endowment
will be used to provide tuition scholarships to MVNU ministerial

Time
Travels

students. “The Ault Endowment will be a source of support for
generations of
those preparing
for ministry at
Success

MVNU. The
stewardship
and faith of

Editor's
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the Aults

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF 2015!
From the first commencement in 1970 when 102 students

will become
incarnate in the
lives of those

received two-year degrees, to the 55th commencement in 2015 where

preparing for

720 students received bachelor’s and master’s degrees…students have

ministry,” said

been walking in the footsteps of those before them.

Spaulding.

GENERAL /
ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Henry Spaulding was presented
with the Pastor-Preacher-Scholar Award
on March 6 as a part of the Wesleyan
Theological Society’s 50th annual
meeting. The award recognizes those
who embody the virtues associated with
excellence in Christian leadership.

place on Friday, Oct. 9. Guest speaker Dr.
Gary Sivewright is the former chaplain
and vice president of Mount Vernon
Nazarene University, where he also served
as Professor of Christian Education. Gary
currently pastors Potsdam Church of the
Nazarene in Potsdam, N.Y.

NATURAL &
SOCIAL SCIENCES

Rochel Furniss has transitioned
from Administrative Assistant to the
Vice President for University Relations
to become the new Director of
Campus Life.

Dr. James Skon, Chair of the Computer
Science Department, led a team of
students to Belize over J-term and during
Spring Break 2015 in order to install solar
panels on schools.

Alan Shaffer, formerly Assistant Vice
President for Auxiliaries and Accounting,
is now Director of Human Resources.

Dr. Thomas Marshall has been hired as
Professor of Engineering.

Missy Eberts, formerly Human
Resources Specialist, is now Assistant
Director of Human Resources.
Travis Keller has transitioned from
Student Life to become the new Director
of Alumni Relations.
Heather Petersen, ITS Liaison, presented
a one-hour female empowerment
workshop during the February 2015 Ohio
Celebration of Women in Computing
conference in Sandusky, Ohio. The
conference is geared toward female
computer science majors from all over
the state, with sponsors such as Google,
Yahoo, and Microsoft.
Katie Booth, formerly Project Manager,
is now the Assistant Director of
Admissions for GPS.

Kevin Peterson, Assistant Director
of Residence Life, was elected Vice
President for the Knox County Board of
Developmental Disabilities. He will serve
in this position for a year.
MVNU’s Festival of Joy and
Grandparents’ Day celebration will take

mvnu1968

#MVNUNews

Dr. C. Jimmy Lin, MD, PhD, MHS,
spoke in chapel in April as part of the
2014-15 Lecture/Artist Series. Dr. Lin
is a 2012 TED Fellow and Founder and
President of Rare Genomics Institute
(RGI). Partnering with top medical
institutions, RGI helps custom design
personalized research projects for rare
diseases. He has numerous publications
in science, nature, cells, nature genetics,
and nature biotechnology and has been
featured by Forbes, Bloomberg, The Wall
Street Journal, Washington Post, BBC,
TIME, and The Huffington Post.
Starting Fall 2015, MVNU’s Department
of Nursing and Health Sciences will offer
a Bachelor of Science in Communication
Sciences and Disorders. This preprofessional degree will prepare students
to pursue a graduate degree in audiology
or speech/language pathology. MVNU is
currently the only faith-based institution
in Ohio with this program.

ARTS & HUMANITIES
Andrew Hendrixson, Assistant Professor
of Art, had an exhibit, Not Yet Fallen,
on display at the Springfield Museum of
Art as a part of the program series You
+ 4 Artists, funded by Power to Give of
Culture Works in Dayton. It will be on
display from March 5 to Aug. 31, 2015.

We are thrilled to congratulate Mariah
Powell, MVNU sophomore journalism
and media production major from
Lisbon, Ohio. She is one of two
statewide recipients of the 2015-16 Ohio
Broadcasters Foundation Scholarship,
sponsored by the Ohio Association of
Broadcasters. Mariah will continue next
year as an Honors student, Diversity
Scholar, News Director for WNZR, and
will also be Managing Editor for the
Lakeholm Viewer. Congratulations on
this outstanding achievement!
Margaret Allotey-Pappoe, Assistant
Professor of Graphic Design, and
Andrew Hendrixson, Assistant Professor
of Art, had a joint show on display at
MVNU’s Schnormeier Gallery from Jan.
2 to Feb. 27, 2015.
Six MVNU students—Wesley Boston,
Zach Ford, Drew Chaltry, Andrew
Yoder, Annabelle Harray, and Jessica
Wells—were recently honored by the
intercollegiate branch of National
Religious Broadcasters (NRB) for placing
in the organization's 2015 student
production contests and challenges. This
is the ninth consecutive year that MVNU
students have placed nationally in either
radio or video.
Ryan Long, Assistant Professor of
Drama, presented a workshop, “Building
a Better Warm-Up,” in January at the
Ohio Theatre Alliance’s North Central
Ohio Regional Auditions & Interviews
and in March at the Ohio Thespians State
Conference. In addition, one of the short
films she acted in, “Amnesty,” screened
in March as part of the 2015 Women's
History Month Film Festival in Newark,
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MVNU received a $2,500 Multicultural
Grant from the Ohio Foundation of
Interdependent Colleges, thanks in large
part to the hard work of Jim Singletary,
Director of Multicultural Affairs.

NURSING &
HEALTH SCIENCES

Dr. Christopher Devine, Assistant
Professor of Political Science, had his
research on the presidential home-state
advantage, in conjunction with Kyle C.
Kopko (Elizabethtown College), featured
on The Washington Post's “The Fix” blog in
March. He was also interviewed for the
“Methodology for Psychology Podcast”
about his 2012 journal publication,
“Social Issues, Authoritarianism, and
Ideological Conceptualization.”

in March entitled “Partnering with
Ministerial Training Programs to Equip
the Clergy for Successful Leadership.”

NEWS & NOTES
N.J. This
is the sixth
film festival
for which
“Amnesty”
has been
selected.
Dr. Brett
Wiley,
Associate Professor of English, presented
a paper, "A God in Civilwarland: George
Saunders' Theological Questions," at the
2015 American Literature Association
Symposium "God and the American
Writer" in San Antonio, Texas, in
February 2015.
Dr. JoAnn Koh-Baker, Professor of
Music, presented a piano lecture-recital
entitled “The Expressive Flat Sixth as
Agent of Affeckt: Insights from Liszt’s
Un Sospiro, Sonetto 104 del Petrarca and
Schumann/Liszt’s Widmung” at the 13th
annual Hawaii International Conference
on Arts & Humanities in January.
Dr. Koh-Baker also served as Session
Chair for the Session Topic on Music
Performance.
David Halverson, former chairman of
the Fine Arts Department at Mount
Vernon Nazarene University from
1972-1977, will be presenting the 30th
anniversary Pageant of Our Lord.
Presented annually at Rolling Hills
Covenant Church, the pageant uses
Christian artwork, live models, and music
to tell the story of Jesus' life, death, and
resurrection at Eastertime. Over 250,000
people have been impacted by these
presentations. Many artists collaborate
with the common goal of glorifying God
through the arts.
One of the things that makes MVNU
incredibly unique, is the many travel

Dr. Melanie Timmerman has been
appointed the next Dean of the Jetter
School of Business.

EDUCATION &
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

courses we offer on a
continual basis. Thirteen
students completed
mvNYu, a travel-study
course to New York City, in
June. This year we offered
courses in literature, led by
Dr. Brett Wiley and art,
led by Professor Andrew
Hendrixson.

Under the direction of Amy Dubusky
and Jessica Grubaugh, the Education
Department was proud to host the fourth
year of MVNU Summer Quest. These
educational camps offer engaging learning
experiences and enrichment opportunities
to preschool and elementary school
students, providing much-needed
summer educational programming for
children in Knox County. The camps
are interdisciplinary with a STEAM
focus (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts, Math) and lesson plans include
reading, writing, social studies, and
physical education activities. Piloted in
2012, the program has grown to 480
students and depends on the generous
support of numerous area organizations,
local businesses, and intergenerational
volunteers. The program’s goal is to foster
a sense of excitement about discovery,
inquiry, and learning.

MVNU would like to extend big
congratulations to Megan Ashley and
Chris Rednour, who tied for first place
on their research project presentations at
sURC! Chris’ presentation was entitled
“Political Attitudes and Ideology on the
Campus of Mount Vernon Nazarene
University: A
Survey-Based
Analysis” and
Megan’s was
“Hope in
Redemption:
The
Captivation of
Readers in the
Four Catholic
Novels of Graham Greene.” Both were
MVNU seniors, now alumni who
completed their year in a dynamic way.

Dr. Dean Goon presented the session
“Extreme Course Makeover: Building E3
Instruction in the Digital World” at the
National Campus Technology Forum in
Long Beach, California, in April 2015.

THEOLOGY & PHILOSOPHY
MVNU was proud to host the Wesleyan
Theological Society for the celebration
of their 50th anniversary as well as the
inaugural meeting of the Wesleyan
Historical Society.

JETTER SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS
Dr. Bob Roller, former Dean of the
Jetter School of Business, was an invited
speaker at the Christian Leadership
Alliance CEO Outcomes Conference
in Dallas, Texas. He addressed the
topic, “Leading with a pastor’s heart: A
head for business…a heart for people.”
The audience included 100 CEOs of
Christian non-profit organizations.

Dr. Jeanne Serrao, Dean of the School
of Theology and Philosophy, took five
women ministry students to the Wesleyan
Holiness
Women Clergy
Conference
near Charlotte,
NC, in April.

Former business professor Dr. Edward
Thomas presented a paper at the
Wesleyan Theological Conference
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Upcoming Events >>> See page 30

Dr. Michael VanZant was voted Master
of Ministry Teacher of the Year. Dr.
VanZant taught Old Testament Exegesis
at MVNU this past spring. The award
was voted upon by all graduating M.Min.
students.

GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
OnlineMastersPrograms.org has
named MVNU’s MBA in Finance
one of the top four in the nation
on the list of the 2015 Best Online
Finance Master’s Programs. Out of
the 1,000 schools considered, only
46 were awarded this honor. MVNU
was one of three schools in Ohio to
make the list, ranking in at no. 4 overall.
Mount Vernon Nazarene University
offers a Bachelor of Arts in Public Safety
Administration to meet the educational
needs of adults who are presently
working in the public safety sector.
The program provides students with an
opportunity to explore a management
career in public safety or to advance
their current positions within the system.

With MVNU’s Bachelor of Arts in
Public Safety Administration, you can
complete your degree and advance your
career in the fields of fire, safety, police, or
emergency response. The field of public
safety is experiencing tremendous growth.
Students completing the program attend
classes online and can earn their degree
in approximately 23 months. For more
information on MVNU's Bachelor of
Arts in Public Safety Administration
program, please visit mvnu.edu/gps/
undergraduate_programs/psa.

applied to the purchase of essential track and
field equipment.

GOD’S BLESSING ON
YOUR RETIREMENT
Jim Harriman, Assistant Professor of
Accounting, has retired from his position after
10 years.
Margaret Britt, Professor of Human
Resources, has retired from her position after
12 years.
Wayne Yerxa, Professor of Business, has
retired from his position after 30 years.

ATHLETICS
Amanda Learned has been hired as the
Women’s Basketball Coach.
Mark Pratt has been hired as Assistant
Softball Coach.
Mike King has been hired as Men’s and
Women’s Golf Coach.
The Community Foundation of Mount
Vernon & Knox County has awarded a
$3,000 grant to the brand-new MVNU
track and field program. The grant will be

John Nielson, Associate Professor of Religion,
has retired from his position after 11 years.
Keith Magee, Supervisor of Building
Maintenance, has retired from his position
after 31 years.
Karen Boyd, Associate Professor of Social
Work, has retired from her position after
28 years.

PARENTS' DAY
OCTOBER 10, 2015

PARENTS, SIBLINGS, AND GRANDPARENTS, JOIN US FOR A DAY ON
CAMPUS TO EXPERIENCE STUDENT LIFE AT MVNU!
ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
PARENT BREAKFAST (9 A.M. FOSTER HALL)
RESIDENCE AREA OPEN HOUSE
WOMEN’S SOCCER (2 P.M. MVNU VS. GRACE COLLEGE)
DIME-A-DOG NIGHT
OAKTOB
OAK
OAKTOBERFEST
TOBERF
ERFEST
T (6-9
(6
6 -9 P.
P
P.M.
M . OA
M.
O
OAKWOOD
KWO
WO OD
WOOD
O LA
LAWN)
AWN))

SEPTEMBER 26, 12-9 P.M.

THE C
TH
COST
O T TO ATTEND IS $
OS
$10
10 PER
E PARENT,
GRAN
GR
GRANDPARENT,
ANDP
D ARENT, SIBLING
SIBLING,
G, O
OR
R GUEST.
(INCLUDES
(IN
N CLU
CLUDES
DES $5 BREAKFAST AND
D $5 OAKTOBERFEST
OAKTO
OA
KTOBER
ERFEST DINNER.)
R

ARTISTS PERFORMING WILL INCLUDE
COLTON DIXON, LEELAND, I AM THEY, AND MORE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO PURCHASE TICKETS,
VISIT MVNU.EDU/SONFEST

QUESTIONS? CONTACT ROCHEL FURNISS AT
740-392-6868, EXT. 4604 OR
ROCHEL.FURNISS@MVNU.EDU
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GLENN THORNE
Prominent MVNU partner Glenn
Thorne passed away on March
26, 2015. Thorne sat on the MVNU
Board of Trustees for 24 years. His
contributions to the University were
instrumental in the construction of the
Thorne Library and Resource Center,
the Prince Student Union, and several
other buildings on campus; he also
supported student scholarships and
several Cougar athletic teams. For his
service to MVNU, he was awarded
the highest honors bestowed by the
University.
Born in Salem, Ohio, in 1929, Thorne
was a graduate of Salem High School.
He attended both Mount Union
University—where he ran on the cross
country team—and Eastern Nazarene
College. He also served in the U.S. Air
Force. As a businessperson, Thorne
acquired a reputation for Christian
entrepreneurship. His company, Thorne
Management, Inc., emphasizes Biblical
ethics over proﬁt. In addition to his
business sense, Thorne was known for
his insight and vision and was renowned
as a man of great faith. He served as
a mentor to many in business and, as

a member of the East Ohio District of
the Church of the Nazarene, to many
in his local congregation. Thorne and
his wife, Shirlee, were dynamic and
faithful members of their Salem church
body and were strong supporters of
their pastors and of the local church
program.
In 1984, Thorne became a member of
the MVNU Board of Trustees. “Glenn
Thorne was a quiet giant among us,”
remarked former MVNU president
Dr. LeBron Fairbanks. “He was a
strong advocate for Christian higher
education, its values, foundations,
and its commitment to integrate faith
and learning.” A plaque hangs on the
MVNU campus commemorating his
time as a board member. He served on
six committees over the course of 24
years before ﬁnally stepping down in
2008.
His contributions to the University were
not limited to the board; he was an
active supporter of MVNU in numerous
capacities, dedicating time and
resources to a variety of projects. The
Thorne Library and Resource Center,

19292015

which bears his name, is only one of the
many endeavors he made possible with
his extraordinary giving. In response to
his investment in and impact on the life
of the University, Thorne was awarded
an honorary doctorate in 1993, and, in
2005, he and his wife Shirlee were given
a Citation of Merit, the highest award
anyone can receive from Mount Vernon
Nazarene University. The Citation of
Merit is awarded to persons who are
dedicated to making a difference in
the world, speciﬁcally those who have
made a signiﬁcant impact on behalf of
MVNU.
Current president Dr. Henry Spaulding
remarked, “Glenn Thorne is truly a pillar
of MVNU. His wise counsel, generous
spirit, unwavering support, and his
prayers were crucial in the development
of the campus. Dr. Thorne has now
joined that great cloud of witnesses
we read about in Hebrews, and he will
forever be a witness urging MVNU to
realize its full stature as a WesleyanHoliness university.”
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The images of success seem relatively clear – Super
Bowl, commencement, job promotion, graduate school
admission, new home, engagement, marriage, and children,
along with many others. We celebrate with family and friends
in those moments of success. We look for churches that grow,
budgets that increase, surgeons with solid reputations, and
high performing schools. In fact, one measure of life and its
meaning is success. We enjoy associating with those who are
experiencing success. Yet, knowing exactly how to measure
success itself is deceptively difficult. Some amount of success is
needed in order to navigate life. One of my grandchildren has
been walking for a few months now. His first steps often turned
into face-to-face encounters with the carpet. Sometimes one
step would turn into a fast crawling. Close connections with
walls, doors, cabinets, and even a visit to the emergency room
have composed a part of his journey. Slowly, his labored steps
turned into more confident movements. While he is less than
two years old, he has experienced his first noticeable measure of
success – he is walking! There will be other challenges in life,
and much of his happiness will depend upon understanding the
definition of success.
Winston Churchill reportedly said, “Success is walking
from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm.” Skinned
knees and bruised egos seem to be part of the pathway to
personal accomplishment. We go to school, discipline ourselves,
work hard, and often pray so that we may be successful.
Proverbs 16:3 reads, “Commit your work to the Lord, and
your plans will be established.” Here commitment is linked
with accomplishment, but it does not define what form it will
take. After all, we can measure a larger paycheck, but how does
one account for fulfillment? How do we measure success? Is
it perspiration, inspiration, or both? Is success about degrees,
accumulation, virtue, relationships, and/or social status?

Christians should think about success differently than others.
The heroes of the Faith rarely achieved success in the terms
usually associated with it.
Psalm 1 suggests that happiness or success follows
those who reject the advice of the wicked. Those who delight in
the law of the Lord and meditate on it are praised. Such people
are like trees planted by streams of water. Simply put, such
people prosper. Psalm 37:4 reads, “Take delight in the Lord,
and he will give you the desires of your heart.” When desires are
located in God, a praiseworthy life will emerge. According to
Jesus, “For what will it profit them if they gain the whole world
but forfeit their life? Or what will they give in return for their
life?” (Matthew 16:26). Actually, the scripture paints a clear
picture of what success looks like:
Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven.
Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.
Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.
Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for
righteousness, for they will be filled.
Blessed are the merciful, for they will receive mercy.
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God.
Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called
the children of God.
Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’
sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are you when people revile you and persecute
you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my
account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in
heaven, for in the same way they persecuted the prophets
who were before you. (Matthew 5: 3-12)

It is not difficult to translate “blessed” as “successful” in
this well-known passage. It may seem counterintuitive that
the meek inherit the earth or the merciful receive mercy, and
so on. Yet in the Kingdom of heaven, the measures of life
are turned upside down. Jesus teaches those who follow him
to pray that the Father’s “kingdom come and [His] will be
done on earth as it is in heaven” (Matthew 6:10). This is how
success is measured for those who follow Christ.
Success is best measured by the character that
emerges in our life. “He had a Mercedes” is rarely found on
a tombstone. But “Loving Father” or “Loving Wife” is often
noted on tombstones in the cemetery. The size of the bank
account or the square footage of a home are impressive, but
they do not guarantee happiness or success.
We who live in the shadow of the Cross
understand that success is marked
by other, more essential values.
If one desires
success, it must begin
with the intention
to be faithful to
scriptural teaching.
It will also be
important to
locate a church
where those who
embody success
are present.
Success is also
about learning to
listen to the clues
that life affords us.
It may mean taking
WINSTON
time to look around and
measure the path we are
upon. Ultimately, no one will find
success by stepping on the lives of those
who seem to be in the way. It is unhealthy to
conceive of life from the egocentric place of a self-absorbed
existence.
Success is best understood as the freedom found
in a character informed and nourished in Christ. Success

is measured not by personal accomplishments, but by the way
our life has blessed the lives of others. The modern world
tends to locate success in places that glitter and clang for all to
see and hear. Sometimes the most successful life is quiet, and
many pass it by without ever noticing the virtue of faithfulness.
My father is 88 years old. He does not have a college degree.
He was an accountant for his entire professional life. Yet,
he worked to help my mother obtain a college degree and
several graduate degrees. He put all of his children through
college and graduate school. Now he sits in a wheelchair and
considers himself to be a successful man. He can walk a little
with assistance, but he stands tall in the minds of his children.
My father does not look like a successful man in the eyes of
the world. Recently he looked me in the eyes and
proclaimed, “I am perfectly happy because
I see the way in which those I love
have prospered.” This statement
may seem laughable to many in
society, but those who live in
the shadow of the Cross
understand completely.
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Therefore, success
is about character
and not material
accumulation. It is
about how we are able
to invest in others
and not about being
number one. Success
is about the sort of
self-fulfillment that is
L
L
I
H
C
R
U
H
C
located in the capacity to
mentor the next generation.
Perhaps success is about the joy of
looking into the eyes of our spouse and
knowing that, every day, he or she is mindful
of our love. Success is about children who can
leave home knowing that emotional support is always available.
Finally, success is about the satisfaction that comes with the
knowledge that what really matters will survive.
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SO, WHAT EXACTLY DOES
A DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI
RELATIONS DO ANYWAY?

WHAT GOALS DO YOU HAVE
FOR THE COMING YEAR?
There are many things to enhance

This role is an amazing opportunity

and initiate in order to direct a thriving

to serve our students, alumni, and entire

alumni relations program. I hope to help

campus community! At some point, I’ll

frame our understanding of the value of

partner with almost every department on

giving back to the University. Certainly one

Calendar

Grapevine

Cougar
Pride

campus as we work toward developing

may give financially, and that is welcome and

new programs, hosting alumni events,

appreciated! Those donations keep us going

communicating exciting developments on

by way of endowed scholarships, campus

campus, and telling the incredible stories

facility upgrades, and support for new

of alumni who are embodying the MVNU

programs and services. But there are also

mission. While this work involves traveling

many other ways for an alum to give back.

to visit alumni and managing many

One can offer to provide an internship or

responsibilities on campus, the ultimate

vocational opportunity for a recent MVNU

purpose is to enhance the student experience

graduate. One could mentor and personally

and to expand our MVNU community

invest in a current student. An alum could

connectedness.

use his or her professional expertise to help

Annual
Report

prepare students for a particular vocational
field. We can also all serve at student events,

WHAT IS ONE THING YOU
LOVE ABOUT MVNU?

attend Cougar athletic games, art exhibits,
plays, concerts, and support student

Alumni
Highlights

I love that we are committed to

initiatives. I hope to launch a Student

looking beyond ourselves in order to

Alumni Leadership Team, create an alumni

practice theology—entering meaningful

Cougar sports supporters group, lead a

relationships of service in our local and

Move-In Day alumni service team, develop

global communities. My family and I

a more effective alumni communication

Q&A

love attending Cougar sports events,

strategy, promote a platform for career

OAKtoberfest, FNL, and the Extended

placement and vocational opportunities, and

Melody Project. It seems that no matter

provide new events in various cities across
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what’s happening on campus, there is a

Time Travels:
5 Questions with Travis Keller

News &
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one another and to stay connected with

our work, study, and entertainment.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO
COME BACK AND WORK
AT MVNU AFTER YOU
GRADUATED?
Even when we were living in southern

Staying Connected with your
Director of Alumni Relations

the University.

AND FINALLY, IF YOU COULD
TRAVEL ANYWHERE, WHERE
WOULD YOU GO?

Ohio, Sarah and I always had a strong sense
that we would find our way back to MVNU. I
deeply enjoyed serving as a student pastor in
Portsmouth, Ohio, but I also desired to invest
in MVNU students’ lives in the same way
that so many others had invested in mine and

Editor's
Note

the country for alumni to reconnect with

meaningful and missional purpose driving

Sarah’s during our time here. We wanted to
give back to the people and the place that so
richly shaped us.

There are so many incredible places
to visit! The more opportunities I have
had to travel, the more I have discovered
the beauty that exists in both the unique
landscapes and the diversity of people in our
world. I’ll narrow it down to my top eight:

1: 1512 or 2080
Yes, time travel! There would be nothing better than hopping
in Doc Brown’s DeLorean or boarding Oceanic Flight 815 to
experience an entirely new era of history.

2: Germany
Germany is the perfect destination for a church history student
and international football fan. I had the privilege of seeing
Munich play an international friendly match in 1994 and have
been a fan of the Bundesliga team and Die Nationalmannschaft
ever since. After watching a match it would be great to visit all
the reformation sites. #DasAuto #DasSoundMachine

3: Swaziland
MVNU has partnered with The Luke Commission in Swaziland

DID YOU KNOW THAT MVNU
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES HAS FULLY ONLINE
DEGREE PROGRAMS?

for several years now. It has been an awesome experience to
work with student programs that help financially provide for
the services in Swaziland, and I’d love to travel there soon with
our students.

4: Tahiti
The South Pacific islands seem to be about as isolated as possible
for an unplugged retreat on the beautifully unique black sand.

UNDERGRADUATE:

GRADUATE:

•
•
•
•

• Master of Business Administration
• Master of Science in Management

Associate of Applied Science-Business
Bachelor of Business Administration
Early Childhood Education
Public Safety Administration

5: Papua New Guinea
Our friends Tim Radcliffe (’09, current MVNU Resident
Director) and Josiah Radcliffe (’18, current MVNU student)
grew up in PNG and our friends from college Ben (’03) and

GET THE EDUCATION YOU NEED—FROM HOME.
INQUIRE TODAY AT YOURMVNU.COM

Katherine (Stevens, ’04) Radcliffe are currently serving as
medical doctors in the same area. It would be wonderful to
experience a glimpse of the life that has so deeply shaped
their family and that is richly impacting the people of PNG.

6: The Moon
When I was about six years old or so, an astronaut visited our
home. We shared a spaghetti dinner with Colonel James Irwin,
Lunar Module Pilot for Apollo 15 and the eighth human to walk
on the moon. I always wanted to go to Space Camp, but actually
experiencing zero gravity and being invited to consider at an
entirely new level the vast expansiveness of our universe would be
undeniably mind-blowing.

7: Beijing, China

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
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Our oldest daughter has always been fascinated with Chinese
about and understand a different place and culture.

8: Martinsburg Road
That’s right. It’s home. And, yes, I would definitely come home.
Martinsburg Road has been our home for nine years now. We

If you know any high school students who you think would
be a good ﬁt for the MVNU campus, we want to hear from
you! Send us the names of students that we might not
already know about—nephews, nieces, grandchildren,
neighbors, church acquaintances, or anyone else.

lived on campus for seven years and we loved it so much that we
moved right across the street. Martinsburg Road has been and
will continue to be a place that we always call home.

To stay connected with MVNU, join our
Alumni Facebook Group:
Mount Vernon Nazarene University Alumni

Our Admissions team is ready to meet the best and the
brightest students in your life.

REFER SOMEONE TODAY BY VISITING:

GOTOMVNU.COM/REFER
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history and fare. It would fulfill one her greatest desires to learn
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Center for Student Success:
Cultivating the Whole Person

For the university student, what is success? It’s
easy to fix our aim on the world’s target of graduating with
high honors, a benefits package and signing bonus with a
stable corporation, a secure road to a padded 401K, and even
that corner office. While none of this should necessarily be
avoided, it should not define our trajectory toward success. As
a community of faith, many of us have learned from Jesus that
success has more to do with two copper coins and a threshing
floor.
In Mark 12 and Luke 21, we read that, with only two
coins, the widow gave all she had to the Lord. For her, two
coins was a sacrifice given in worship. Even though what
she gave was monetarily less than the others’ offerings, it
was the greatest because she gave her all. She gave her best.
In 2 Samuel 24, King David demonstrates the necessity of
sacrifice in living our lives as worship and an offering to God.
In preparing the threshing floor for the sacrifice, David insists

on paying the full price for his offering, “for I will not present
offerings to the Lord my God which cost me nothing.”
It is not uncommon for a parent to ask their child, “Did
you do your best?” The understanding is not that each individual
was created to be the absolute best, to be the frontrunner, in
each of their endeavors. Rather, we were each created and
called to do our best. Success is personal and requires a personal
journey that will, in many cases, be a unique journey. Success
comes when each of us pays the price and gives our all in order
to do our best, without cutting corners. Diagnosed with a
reading disability in third grade, I discovered that my journey
toward my best would be different than many of my friends’
journeys. My academic journey was particularly frustrating—my
best in academics would require more time in books than the
time spent by my peers. My best required more time.
Even though success is a personal journey, it is not
meant to be a private journey. Instead, we are better, we are

more Christlike, when we journey together. As followers of
the triune God, who created us for relationship and who
ministered on this earth in close relationship with a group
of disciples, we know that we are called to journey together.
“Two are better than one, because they have a good return
for their labor: If either of them falls down, one can help the
other up. But pity anyone who falls and has no one to help
them up. … Though one may be overpowered, two can defend
themselves. A cord of three strands is not quickly broken.”
(Ecclesiastes 4:9-10, 12) As a mathematics professor, students
often ask me how they can do well in Modern Algebra. (For
many, this is the most challenging undergraduate mathematics
course.) My answer is simple: together. That is how I enjoyed
success in my undergraduate mathematics and physics courses.
We each do well, each do our best, and each succeed, together.
Success is personal.
Success requires sacrifice.
Success is richest when journeying together.
The Center for Student Success was built for this.

Vocational Calling
R5 # .-5;5*.#./5----'(.
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Assistants, Small Group Leaders, and Student Mentors
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Development
The Center for
Student Success is
not the only entity
responsible for each
of these resources
and services.
Rather, it is through
collaboration across
the entire campus that
student success will be
fully developed. For example,
several excellent leadership
opportunities are currently available
through individual academic departments and schools, as well
as through the offices of Student Life and Spiritual Life. The
Center for Student Success provides an intentional coupling
of leadership development opportunities across campus. At
MVNU, we cultivate servant leadership together. We cultivate
vocational calling and academic quality together. We shape
lives through educating the whole person, together.

For more information on the Center for Student Success, go to:
mvnu.edu/iwill/?p=support-success
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Located on the newly-renovated main floor of the
Thorne Library and Learning Resource Center, the Center for
Student Success brings together a full spectrum of studentcentered services focused on supporting, instructing, and
challenging each student to succeed at their highest individual
capacity. A team of well-trained peer tutors and mentors,
along with staff and faculty, invite students into a community
of learning and accountability—journeying together.
A student’s success is not solely defined by the quality
of their academic learning and personal achievements. It is
founded on three pillars: academic quality in preparation for
vocational calling as a servant leader.
Specifically, the resources and services of the Center for
Student Success that are currently in place or being developed
are:
Academic Quality
R5 ,5 (-.,/.#)(5(5/.),#(!
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HOW D O YO U DE F I N E

SUCCESS?
R O B E RTA S IM M ON S

RON B OL ENDER

Post Office Coordinator & Founding Staff Member

Professor of Organizational Leadership

Merriam-Webster deﬁnes the word success as
“the attainment of wealth, favor, or eminence,”
but I do not feel that this is an accurate deﬁnition. Success is too often
confused with material accumulation. In our society, we view success in
terms of wealth, fame, or possessions, but my deﬁnition of success is
quite a bit different.
It is important to realize that success is personalized and that it is often
intangible. Success can be living a life that represents the heart of Christ,
showing kindness and compassion to others. It can be using the gifts
and abilities that you have been given in school or at work so that you
can graduate from college or contribute to the team. It does not mean
that you have to be perfect in the things you practice. In fact, it is often
in the midst of our failures that we learn how to be the most successful
person that we can be. It also does not mean that you have to possess
the biggest and best things. Success is an attitude—you can choose
happiness regardless of your material standing.
Success, then, is the act of setting a goal—any goal—and trusting that
the guidance of God coupled with your passion, drive, and work ethic will
enable you to succeed in your own way. There is no act of success that is
too small or insigniﬁcant. Everyone has been successful in some way, and
anyone can be successful in the future if they have the right mindset.

Success
In
Memoriam
News &
Notes
Editor's
Note

The answer is provided in the University
motto: “To Seek to Learn is to Seek
to Serve.”
At MVNU, we prepare ourselves to succeed. As a liberal arts
institution, this is a place for developing the whole person. The “seek
to learn” portion of the motto contains three aspects: academics,
character, and spirituality. During students’ years here, they are
developing their character along with their mind. The spiritual focus
is not separate; rather, it provides structure for academic pursuit. The
“seek to serve” portion is expressed by fulﬁlling our responsibility to
live our lives in worship to God. Success is deﬁned by how well an
individual prepares to live a life of service.
Jon Johnston, one of the early professors at MVNU, wrote a book
several years ago titled Christian Excellence: Alternative to Success.
He states that there are two dangers that exist for Christians: success
and mediocrity. An individual can be focused on achieving goals
that are either driven by self or by the praise of others. This is called
success. On the other end, one can be laid back and not put forth
much effort in life. Johnston refers to this as mediocrity. Mediocrity
is unacceptable in the eyes of God, for our lives are to be lived with
intention and purpose.
How then should we approach success? Johnston states that we are
to strive for excellence in life. This provides a new deﬁnition of success
for Christians. Excellence is deﬁned as fully utilizing the abilities God
has provided. Each person is different in terms of these abilities—but
everyone can live a life of learning and service. One person might be
more successful than another in the eyes of the world—but all can
strive for a life of excellence in the eyes of God.

Time
Travels

Student
Success

Q A
&

A M OR E L L E J A C OX

Senior, fine arts major

Success is not concerned with what is achieved or how it is measured; instead, it is found in present contentment.
Success is not what we have done, but where we are after we have done it. It is not always connected to ambition; to
succeed may simply be to ﬁnd contentment in a vigorous striving for excellence and in mindful presence of each moment.
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Success matters in the classroom and
in our careers; it is integrally linked to our
well-being and our quality of life. Everyone
hopes to succeed. But true success is about
more than grade-point averages and bank
account balances—our greatest hopes are for
satisfying relationships, meaningful work,
and a sense of personal accomplishment.
These MVNU alumni have each found the
kind of success that extends beyond income.
Informed by the vision and mission of
MVNU, their lives are focused on personal
growth and service to others. Their successes
are praiseworthy not only in the professional
world, but in the Kingdom of God as well.

Name:

Mindy Schmidt

Major: Family

& Consumer Science

Grad year: 2000

I am a retail fashion designer for
Job Title: Apparel Design Director, Homage
Homage. I consider myself successful,
though I have never tried to define
success. But, for the sake of this highlight, perhaps I should offer a
definition. Here are a couple thoughts:
Success is when you tell someone what you do and who you
work for and you are not embarrassed.
Success is when you get in your car on Monday morning to
go to work and you don’t want to beat your head against the steering
wheel.
Yes, I am successful. My work is very rewarding in a number
of ways. I love meeting the people that make our garments. I love
learning about the machinery they use and seeing how much skill
it takes to make a quality garment, even a simple T-shirt. Anyone
I manage an ice cream shop called Mitchell's Homemade
can make a piece of clothing, but only a person who has been in the
Ice Cream in the University Circle neighborhood, which is on
industry for years can really do it well. I love learning about the small
the campus of Case Western Reserve University. There are two
tweaks and adjustments that make a garment look and fit so much
other MVNU alumni who work for Mitchell's as managers—Deborah
better.
Dobson and Meagan Stott. Mitchell's has eight locations total, all in
My work is also challenging. It is difficult to make everyone
the Cleveland area.
happy. Each person in the company has different opinions and
I love engaging with college students at work. I hire
styles—from the Creative Director to the finance guy, everyone has
mostly
college students, and working alongside them is incredibly
an opinion about clothing because everyone wears it. That makes it
rewarding.
They have taught me a lot about myself as well as about
very hard to find garments that people will universally love.
what the world is like today. I have also learned that college students
My time at MVNU was very important. The opportunity for
are more diverse than the media makes them out to be. Each one
one-on-one conversation with professors made it an exceptional place
has a set of opinions, characteristics, and work habits that is totally
to go to school. My professors allowed me to explore my interests
unique to them. I love sharing stories about life with them.
thoroughly. I did a number of independent studies, and I even had
I actually did not come to Cleveland to be manager of an ice
a fashion show on campus. All the staff members and professors at
cream
shop.
We moved here to do inner-city ministry. The demands
MVNU truly want their students to succeed.
of managing a shop mean less time at home. When I am home, I
am often handling work items, which means less of my focus is on
ministry. This is something we have been struggling with quite a bit
lately. If I want to really dedicate my life to ministry I have to limit the
promotions I accept at work. We were living with a low income and
mountains of school loan debt and were miraculously making it just
ﬁne. It was not necessary for us to accept a promotion, but it seemed
like a good opportunity for me to gain experience and for us to pay
more towards our loans, so I took it. Finding balance has been a
struggle and a good lesson about the priorities in life. Money is not
as valuable as I thought it was.
Success is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control. If I have the Holy Spirit in

Name:

Bennett Briles

me, those fruits will grow and they will be beneﬁcial no matter where
I am and no matter how many pennies I have in my pockets. I think I
have been successful, but, at the same time, I am not yet.

Major: Pastoral

Ministry

Grad year: 2011
Job Title: Shop

Manager, Mitchell's Homemade Ice Cream

At MVNU, the classes I took whetted my appetite for ﬁnding
the kingdom of God everywhere. My professors helped me
to stay grounded but also challenged me to look for creative
ways to understand and communicate the good news. I have

Major: Education
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am and who I have been since then!

Grad year: 1989

critical. She has had a major inﬂuence on who I

Jill Harris

I gained from college, she has been the most

Name:

met my bride, Olivia, at MVNU. Of all the things

Elementary School Teacher (Fifth Grade)

they aren't able to articulate their desire. Also, I

Job Title: Upper

kids clearly desire to know this kingdom, even if

Sonya Price

eyes of the children on our street. I see how the

five miles down the road in
the shadow of the University.
Success is not about how far
you travel; it is about following
the calling that God puts on your life
and being willing to do things He asks
you to do, even those things that you
may not want to do. That can happen
anywhere, and it is happening right here
in Mount Vernon.

Name:

of crazy places in Cleveland, but especially in the

We have both learned
an immense amount in our
years of teaching, but without
MVNU we would not have
had the springboard to enter
into this career and life calling.
During college, the investment
of professors was shaping and
formative, and the lessons
learned about flexibility in
teaching were key. MVNU
was truly life-changing and
prepared us to do our work
with excellence.
Many may feel the
greatest things are done on the
mission field or in the inner
city by pastors and missionaries
and other clergy people, but
we want you to know that
world-changing alumni serve

Elementary School Teacher (Fifth Grade)

been able to ﬁnd the kingdom at work in all sorts

and got to know the same students and shared
the same desire to serve student needs.
Pleasant Street is a very diverse school.
There are students with intact families who
care for them and support them, and there are
students whose families are struggling. Either
they do not know how to support their children
or they are facing a crisis. It is not unusual for
us to have a student who is homeless, in foster
care, or whose parent is in jail. All the things
that God has used to prepare us for this work—
our different experiences, contacts, and lessons
we've learned—have helped us to become a very
effective team. Students receive the academic
instruction we first learned to give many years
ago at MVNU, but we try to offer far more
than that. We truly love and care for our kids.
We work hard to help them learn, but we work
even harder to help them understand that they
are valuable and have a responsibility and a
place in this world. On a daily basis, Sonya and
I laugh with, listen to, counsel, and love
on the best group of 42 nine-to-elevenyear-olds you'd ever want to meet! (We
say that every year.) We've been given
the tough cases, the ones other teachers
and administrators have said "Good luck"
about, and have somehow made them a
part of our team. We have met with the
most irate and irrational of parents and
have walked away with their respect and
a feeling of goodwill. We jokingly call
ourselves the "difficult child and parent
whisperers." So many times, we are in awe of
the outcomes. Make no mistake, we know it is
not us. It is Christ working through us and we
praise Him for it!
Are there times when things don't go
well? Yes. There has been plenty of heartbreak
when it comes to our students. We come across
students whose needs we cannot meet in a
school setting, and that is challenging. But even
then, we can only hope we have planted a seed.
We strive to be salt and light to our students,
their families, other staff members—many of
whom are also MVNU alumni—and to the
many MVNU education students who are
placed with us. We're not perfect, but we are
committed and a typical day spent with us is
very, very interesting!

Major: Education Grad year: 1994 Job Title: Upper

Not all world-changers are pastoring
churches or working in the mission field.
There is a world-changing pocket of alumni
here in our little town of Mount Vernon. As I
am a part of this pocket, I approach this with
great humility. I am not looking for accolades.
I give all the glory to God for how He works
in our small corner of the world. I also want to
emphasize how a small Christian liberal arts
university can equip and continue to support
alumni who may have graduated years apart but
find themselves ministering to others together
years down the road.
Sonya Price and I are teaching partners
at Pleasant Street Elementary here in Mount
Vernon. A few years ago, we were paired to
teach together—two very unlikely colleagues.
Sonya had taught in Kansas and served on the
mission field with her husband, Matt.
My husband Keith and I had stayed
in Mount Vernon after graduation to work
and raise a family. It was something we never
imagined ourselves doing, but we felt called
to do it. The only other things Sonya and I
had in common were that we had both taught
previously in the East Knox district, she had
graduated with my sister Sara, and we were
raising teenagers and attending the same church.
(Now that I write all these things down, it
seems like we had much more in common than
we thought!)
Teaching together, we found that our
personalities were different, but our thoughts
and hopes aligned when it came to ministering
to the students at Pleasant Street. We were
assigned one of three fourth- and fifth-grade
teams. Sonya was to teach math and science,
and I was to teach English/Language Arts and
social studies. We each started out with a set of
students then switched halfway through the day.
Our subjects were different, and we collaborated
with other teachers in those areas, but we taught

Name:

Ashley Barchus

Major: Theology/Pastoral

Name:

Ministries

Grad year: 2006
Job Titles:

Director of Social Assistance for Arbre de Vie
President of Tree of Life USA
Co-director of Yedidja

Jon Barchus

Major: Sports

Management and
Exercise Studies/Pre-Nursing
Grad year: 2005
Job Titles:

Executive Director of Arbre de Vie
Vice-President of Tree of Life USA
Co-director of Yedidja

My husband Jon and I are volunteers with Arbre de Vie, an
NGO (non-proﬁt) working in the West African country of Benin.
We also run a non-proﬁt in the United States called Tree of Life

what we could have imagined without living in it. Living here has a

USA. It is the US arm of Arbre de Vie.

lot of urgencies. That is also true in the United States, but here our

Arbre de Vie has an orphanage called Yedidja. We came

urgencies are usually a matter of life and death. It is important to

to Benin in 2010 to be parents to the kids at Yedidja. When the

have balance, but who can say no to a dying child? Watching people

president of Arbre de Vie left the country, our responsibilities

die of things that, with proper means, would be easily prevented is

signiﬁcantly increased. Besides directing the orphanage and caring

very challenging. But our job as disciples is to be obedient, for Jesus

for the kids, we offer social assistance to the hurting community, Jon

is the Savior.

uses his nursing skills to help medically with our kids and community

I think that success is doing the work that God has called me

members who are unable to afford health care, and we send kids to

to do, and I feel like I am doing that. One thing I know is that we can

school who would not be able to afford to go otherwise. In addition

do nothing apart from the Lord, and He loves it when His body is

to the kids in the orphanage, we care for children in their home

working. We have seen the power of the body of Christ around the

environments through a sponsorship program. We see each and

world to care for the needs of the people where we serve. I know

every child on a monthly basis and offer assistance to meet their

that our ministry is making a difference in the lives of the children

needs. Being parents to a bunch of teenagers keeps us really busy!

we serve and in the lives of the people in the community. Lives

The greatest reward of this work is knowing, at the end

are literally being saved and, more importantly, so are souls. Thus,

of every day, that my presence for the Lord counted. Every day

despite daily feelings of failure, I believe we are successful. God is

matters. It matters to these kids, and it matters to those that God

working despite us—He is just that awesome!

has put on our path. Every time we are able to offer hope to the

MVNU prepared me for this life in speciﬁc ways. The

hopeless—when kids are able to go to school, when a life is saved

relationships formed in college have had the most inﬂuence on

simply through education and ﬁnancial means—the joy of the Lord

me, shaping me and strengthening me to be able to say yes to

overwhelms me. I am so grateful for this life, even though it is

the calling of the Lord on my life. From the theology department

certainly the most challenging thing we have ever been a part of.

professors, to my softball coach Jeana Howald, to the cafeteria

Everything about our work is challenging. We live in one of

workers, many people at MVNU said things to me in the Spirit of

the poorest countries in West Africa. Climate, corruption of every

the Lord that still inﬂuence and encourage me to this day. The Lord

kind, completely different mentalities, lack of means, lack of medical

has used them to empower me; I am forever grateful for those

care and concern, lack of education, a poverty of life—it is beyond

experiences.

of Worship and Programming at Crossroads Community Church in Westminster, MD

Name:

Rodney Wilson

things. Sometimes I lead worship, sometimes I design graphics or videos,
and sometimes I just help plan the services. I also lead our twenty-something
ministry and manage our social media proﬁles.

Major: Professional

Writing and Communications

I probably try to do too many things, but it’s all

Grad year: 2001

wonderful! It’s a challenge and lots of fun.

Job Title: Communications

It is incredibly rewarding to see people

Manager for American Red Cross Blood Services

grow closer to Christ. I love that I can play a
small part in drawing people to the heart of
God, and I also love that I’m constantly challenged to try new things and learn things I didn’t even

community. I coordinate regular TV, radio, and print media interviews;

know I could do.

I believe that success is doing work that fulfills your desires,
makes you proud, and keeps you going every day. I measure my success
by the way people benefit from my work. When I am able to meet a
child who survived a battle with cancer because donated blood products

always trying to maintain healthy boundaries and get everything done, while glorifying God and doing my
best work. It’s messy and doesn’t always happen
the way I want it to, but I am growing and learning
along the way!
I feel incredibly blessed to be in my twen-

were there to help her, I feel like I’ve done a good job. Every patient

ties and doing what I love. I have so much to

who lives another day to smile is success to me.

learn, but I love doing ministry. If I am successful,

The greatest challenge I face is convincing a person who is afraid

it is because I am doing what I feel called to be

to give blood that they should try it. It isn’t easy to get someone to agree

doing. Success is following God. Other than that,

to have a needle in their arm, but the end result of giving blood is worth

I don’t think success can be deﬁned, because

any temporary discomfort.

every person is different. Success isn’t a job or a

Success isn’t about everything turning out just how you
planned—it’s about learning from mistakes and moving forward toward
your goals no matter what happens. If you can do that in a career you
have a passion for, consider yourself blessed.
The MVNU motto “To Seek to Learn is to Seek to Serve” has

family or a house. It comes from knowing you are
fervently following after God and what He has in
mind for you. That’s really it—it’s that simple and
that challenging.
I had so many chances to learn
and grow at MVNU. I was a part of

stayed with me since college, inspiring me to help others here and

music and ministry teams that

around the world. My time at MVNU taught me that a servant’s heart

helped develop my heart

is just as vital as the excellent education I received. Life has been a

and passion for leading

humbling and amazing adventure thanks to all that I learned at MVNU.

worship; at the same

Grad year: 2008

and organizations to promote blood donation.

but, with that, I am awarded more responsibility. I’m

Major: Music

national dignitaries; and facilitate public relations with area companies

I feel blessed to be in a growing congregation,

Tori (Morse) Kaskel

manage large, media-sponsored blood drives; interface with local and

Name:

As the Communications Manager of the American Red Cross
Blood Services in Central Ohio, I am the face of our program to the

Job Title: Director

My job is to make sure our Sunday services here at Crossroads Community Church in Westminster, MD, run smoothly. That can mean a lot of

time, I was in classes
that helped me become
more knowledgeable about the very thing
I love to do! My learning and experiences
from MVNU have stayed with me. They are
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part of what shapes my life today.
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I design and make abridged literary classics for babies and toddlers. I abridge
each story in a toddler-friendly way, draw the illustrations, design the layout of the
book, and sew them on sturdy cloth fabric.
I love that the books I make are reaching young children and exposing them
to important works of literature early in their life. Making children's products is
hugely challenging, though, when it comes to government compliance. There are some
extremely restrictive laws out there that make it difficult to introduce and make new
products.
I've made a personal decision to only make commercial products that edify and
encourage good things. There is a lot of negativity and shallowness in the world, and I
feel that I need to offer a counterpoint.
Since my art is more commercial, it is hard to consider it successful unless
people are buying it. However, on a personal level, I feel successful if I'm making art
and products that are inspiring to others. One of my teachers said that very few artists
make art for more than six years after graduation, and I'm making art 14 years after
graduating. That makes me feel successful. I just feel extra successful whenever anyone
buys one of my books!
I use the things I learned at MVNU every day. I use the
computer programs in which I became proficient to lay out the
design of my books, my English minor classes exposed me to a lot
of the classics I'm abridging, and the Christian atmosphere at the
school taught me to remain focused on the positive.

Name:

Melissa Niemann

Major: Graphic

I am the Regional Director for the Make-A-Wish
Foundation in the Susquehanna Valley area of Pennsylvania. It
is a particular privilege to work with Make-A-Wish, granting the

Design (Visual Communication Track)

Grad year: 2002
Job Title: Creator,

Little Literary Classics

wishes of children who have life-threatening medical conditions. Our
work enriches the human experience with hope, strength, and joy. I
consider such work a great success.
Nonproﬁt work has inherent rewards and challenges. My job
involves a lot of tears—tears of sorrow and tears of unspeakable joy
and happiness. In addition to the wish granting that we get to do, I
work in the development (fundraising) area. Our constant challenge
is to help people think of their resources as a means to bring hope,
help, and healing to the world. We can all use what we've been
given to make a difference.
The ethos of service pervades the MVNU campus. At MakeA-Wish, we serve families when they are at their lowest. Granting
their wishes brings them a fresh wind of hope and enables them to
believe that tomorrow might be better than today. MVNU instilled in
me that there are higher dividends to reap in this life than ﬁnancial
ones—the highest honor is to give oneself in service to another.

Name:
Major: Theological

Ben Lee

Studies

Grad year: 2004
Job Title: Regional

Director, Make-A Wish Foundation

To order, go to: etsy.com/shop/LittleLiterary

Name:
Major: Church

Music

Grad year: 1983

owner, Go 2 For The Dogs

of Indianapolis. We are very successful, and I don't say that with ego

Job Title: Business

Ray Bridges

My wife and I own a totally cage-free dog daycare and
overnight lodging facility in Zionsville, Ind., on the northwest side

to do is play and love on us! Needless to say, my stress level
and blood pressure have never been so low in my life.
Our greatest challenge is recognizing and honoring

or pride—the business has simply grown since we took ownership. Our

the trust that our customers place in us. The dogs that lodge

business model is totally unique to the entire metro area of Indianapolis

with us are not just dogs; in most cases they are not even

and much of the Midwest. Many other businesses have looked at our

just pets. They are family members. We are able to give

model as the pet industry grows. But success is so much more than

families the comfort of knowing that while they are away on vacations,

numbers—true success is having built trust with our customers. Our

business trips, and so on, their beloved animals are safe, well taken care

concept is still new to many people. They are taking a step of faith by

of, and largely stress-free.

leaving their dogs with us, knowing there are literally no cages. All of

MVNU gave me an extremely well-rounded education. My

the dogs are together, all the time! But our customers are consistently

first career was in my field of study, church music, but I have availed

satisfied, and that is one clear indicator of success. We also measure

myself of multiple opportunities since. MVNU didn’t just provide me

success by the satisfaction of our employees. Our employee turnover is

with an education—my time at the University also helped me to find
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low, even though turnover in the pet industry at large is regular to high.

my identity and personality. Now that I am in my second career, I still
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Through our business and the generosity of our customers, we

seek to learn so I can seek to serve!

have been able to help support small, local rescue organizations, rescuing

Be open to new opportunities. Never close your mind or

a number of dogs that would otherwise have been euthanized. We have

limit God's ability to direct you to paths that you never imagined

also provided job opportunities to individuals who made some "poor

for yourself. My experience at MVNU was well worth everything I

personal decisions" early in life and needed a second chance to prove

learned, both in the classroom and out of it.

themselves.
The greatest reward of our work is the dogs themselves. They are
a daily reminder of what our human spirit should be like. All they want

More Information: go2forthedogs.com

Name:

Kurt Bosworth

Major: Biology
Grad year: 1995
Job Title: Researcher

in Advanced Materials at Battelle
Memorial Institute, Worship Leader at Hilliard Church of
the Nazarene, Foster and Foster-to-adopt Parent
I am a foster and foster-to-adopt dad. My wife Kayla and I
have been married for 20 years, and we have seven children: four
biological, one adopted from Ethiopia, and two foster children.
Being a dad, especially to foster children, there are numerous
rewards that are instant: laughter, smiles, and having the privilege to
experience all the developmental stages a child goes through. But
knowing that you are potentially making a generational or an eternal
impact is the greatest reward. Being involved and caring for those
that cannot help themselves is unquestionably success. I know that I
can literally change the DNA of a child impacted by trauma through
consistent care and love.
It can be hard too, because we all have our buttons and
breaking points. Anyone that has been intimately engaged with

I am currently a Field Marketing Graphic Designer for
McGraw-Hill Education in Columbus, Ohio. I design pieces that
support our sales representatives around the U.S.
The greatest reward of my work is to be part of a team that
acts like a little family. We support each other every day. We team
up when work gets crazy, and we cover each other and offer help
whenever we can. At the same time, it has been challenging to learn
to work and communicate with many different kinds of people and
personalities, some that I have never experienced before.
I think I am successful. In my opinion, success is living a
life that is true to the values you have chosen for yourself. It is easy
to lose track of what you believe in and want to accomplish. When
you remain aligned with your values, allowing for adjustments along
the way, you become a great example of success. I feel successful
because I am able to do what I love, and my life both in and out of
work is consistent with my values.
MVNU was key in preparing me to live a life set apart
for Christ. At MVNU, I learned how to cultivate community in
my personal and professional life. My character also grew—my
integrity, work ethic, and hunger for relationships. MVNU prepared
me for success.

the foster care system will certainly be able to articulate what
exasperates or infuriates them. Ultimately, working in a broken
system and having little or no control over the future of the children
in your care brings you to a place where you have to put your trust
in Jesus—trusting that He will work on their behalf when you have
done all that you can.
MVNU prepares servant leaders. The majority of the friends
I am still connected with—faculty, staff, and students—are serving
in various capacities. They are leading and following Jesus. I am
encouraged and inspired by them to continue on my own journey.

Name:
Major: Graphic

Laurel Rings

Design (Visual Arts Track)

Grad year: 2013
Job Title: Field

Marketing Graphic Designer, McGraw-Hill Education

Washington DC. Many urgent tasks compete for my time and

the professional and the personal. When I lose focus, I try to
pause, acknowledge that God is in control, and be grateful for

Name:

where I am and whatever challenge I am facing. (Sometimes it
takes longer to be grateful for the challenge, I admit.) I try to
remember that my tasks will ultimately pass, but my relationships with those around me, including the Lord, will endure
and remain. People observe not only the kind of work we do,
but how we do it. It is an honor to serve here in this
position, and it helps to pause and remember that.
Living and working in Washington, D.C., for
more than a decade, I have read, heard, and observed many different deﬁnitions of success. Titles,
power, money, and reputation are all common
elements of these deﬁnitions. But I have seen
how all these trappings of success can be lost at
the turn of a vote, an administration, or a single
act. C.T. Studd says it well in his poem “Only One
Life”—ultimately, only what we do for God’s kingdom will last
beyond us. Success, then, is about having an impact on the
lives of those around us for generations to come, regardless of
our position.
I also recognize that no person has the exact same
combination of background, calling, skills, traits, and opportunities as another. Each of us has a uniquely shaped role in what
we do and where we do it. So, I deﬁne success as carefully
leading and serving in our vocation, wherever we are placed,
in a way that integrates the best of our God-given calling,
I currently serve as the Chief of Legislative Affairs for
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)
within the Department of Homeland Security. I oversee a
team of 25 here at USCIS headquarters and provide strategic

ethic, skills, and abilities to nurture the very best—personally
and professionally—in each person around us.
Over these past years, I have been blessed with amazing mentors, great education, colleagues, and opportunities.

direction for the 140 USCIS personnel who work across the

I've tried to put my skills and abilities to use in pretty unique

US. Our personnel work with members of Congress and their

and incredible places around the world. And I’ve tried to

staff to respond to more than 150,000 congressional inquiries

represent God to the best of my ability. I hope that I have in-

received every year. This past year, I was also asked to serve

spired those around me to be the best they can be. Ultimately

temporarily as the Deputy Chief of Staff to the Director of

I hope I have been ready, been faithful, and made a critical dif-

USCIS.

ference when called upon in small or big ways. If I have done
I enjoy working with others to ﬁx problems and ﬁnd

long-lasting solutions. And, though my years in this position

those things, I have been successful.
In a leadership course at Harvard’s Kennedy school,

have been pretty volatile, I've enjoyed being a part of the gov-

one of my professors remarked that, in moments of crisis, you

ernment that helps to protect and defend our country. It has

are who you have prepared to be. It is what we have packed

also been a pleasure to engage with the story of immigration. I

into our hearts, minds, and souls along the way that makes

have participated in many naturalization ceremonies, recog-

the key difference. MVNU prepared me very well, and I am

nizing people as new citizens of the United States. Though

grateful. Each of my professors in the education, history,

immigration issues are endlessly debated, the naturalization

and Spanish departments, along with the other leadership of

ceremony is a triumphant and moving end to the long, often

MVNU, passed along tremendous knowledge and set excel-

complicated process of becoming a United States citizen.

lent examples in lifestyle. The memories and lifelong friend-

Perhaps my greatest daily challenge is maintaining

ships I developed at MVNU inﬂuence how I live today. I still

perspective while working in the amazing kaleidoscope of

believe that To Seek to Learn is to Seek to Serve.
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Social Studies for Secondary Education (7-12) and 2nd Comprehensive Spanish Education (K-12)

James McCament

Major: Comprehensive

of Legislative Affairs for United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (Pictured center)

Grad year: 1995

Job Title: Chief

attention every day. When so many things are considered high
priority, it becomes difﬁcult to juggle them all and to balance

I am a campus minister at
the University of Cincinnati for the
Church of the Nazarene and the
Coalition for Christian Outreach.
As a minister, my goal each year
is to significantly disciple a dozen
college students. I love watching a
few students grow substantially in
their faith and their understanding
of what it looks like to integrate that
faith into every area of their lives.
I am also the Chief Coffee
Officer for a company called Cozzee
Coffee. I took this position about
six months ago, and it is one of
the most exciting entrepreneurial
opportunities I’ve had the chance
to be involved with. Cozzee has
seven major causes, based mostly
out of Matthew 25. We designate
100 percent of our profits to impact
those causes and make some serious
change in areas of need like water
and wells, food and farming, justice,
restoration, and so on. As Chief
Coffee Officer, I'm the face and voice
of Cozzee Coffee. I get to decide
which beans we roast and what
origin communities we impact.
Both of my occupations
offer rewards and challenges. It is
rewarding to see a college student
successfully transition into postcollege life with mature faith intact.
For some students, that looks like
landing a decent job and plugging
right into a local church where they
can continue the discipling process.
Sometimes I get to perform a
wedding for two students who met
at the university, were discipled in
our ministry, and are now launching
into a new part of their journey.
The results are not always easy to
measure in ministry, but seeing
college students transformed is a
great reward. It is also rewarding
to change the world with coffee.
Whether I'm creating the perfect
blend for our IMPACT espresso
or cupping coffee with our master
roaster in Chattanooga, it's amazing
to think that selling some incredibly
good coffee online could make a real
difference in people’s lives all over

the world.
By far, my greatest challenge
in campus ministry has been
financial. Most campus ministers
raise at least a portion of their
financial support. In my 25 years
of ministry, the last seven of which
have been in campus ministry, it
has been disheartening to watch
other campus ministers reach out
to college students for a season but
then move on to something else
due to financial difficulty. In spite
of this challenge, however, God
continues to be incredibly faithful,
bringing folks onto our team who
share our vision for seeing college
students transformed by the Gospel.
It is also challenging to work with
Cozzee while doing ministry. Cozzee
requires that I develop many skill
sets; specializing in one particular
area, like coffee, is not enough. I
have to be able to wear various hats,
like marketing director, accountant,
salesperson, technician, etc. Also,
the challenge of balancing work and
family has been significant. I have
three children between the ages of
four and 16. Being an entrepreneur
isn’t quite like punching a clock or
showing up at the office for an eighthour day. I am often on call and
trying to meet with people whenever
it is convenient for them.
I define success as being
present and faithful to your calling.
By that definition, I am successful in
my ministries. Discipling 12 students
a year and selling coffee does not
look massively successful numerically,
but the growth the students
experience and the way the world is
changed by Cozzee is significant and
gives me a sense of success.
The MVNU motto, To
Seek to Learn is to Seek to Serve,
drives much of my passion for
working with college students and
for improving people’s lives around
the world through Cozzee. Students
often struggle to see their academic
pursuits as spiritually significant—
they think of school as a series of
hoops they must jump through to

get the degree and then the job. But
when your academic pursuits become
a resource that you seek to steward
well, your learning provides you
with the opportunity to transform
the world. At Cozzee, giving 100%
of profits to significant causes is
also about stewardship of resources.
Anything, even coffee, can be used
to transform the world. Every field
of study and potential career path,
every business and university, is an
environment in which the Gospel
can have tremendous impact,
reconciling and restoring all things as
God intends through Christ.

Name:

Chris Bean

Major: Religion
Grad year: 1993
Job Title: Campus

Minister,
Chief Coffee Ofﬁcer

I am a project lead for
a national program at Frito
Lay. We create and streamline
processes, utilizing technology
developed by our team. Our
apps focus on eliminating nonvalue adding time in order to
increase the amount of time
our account managers can
spend selling to customers and
leading our teams.
I feel good about the tools and processes we develop. We are
helping others use their available resources to make their lives easier
and more rewarding. It can be difﬁcult, though, to change the habits
of people who have been doing things a certain way for years. And the
technology gap between different age groups is hard to bridge!
In deﬁning success, Zig Zigler said it best: “Success means doing
the best we can with what we have. Success is the doing, not the getting;
in the trying, not the triumph. Success is a personal standard, reaching for
the highest that is in us, becoming all that we can be.” By that deﬁnition,
I consider myself successful.
My time at MVNU helped open my eyes to more than just
books—I also learned how to apply business knowledge to everyday
situations and real-world problems. SIFE (Enactus) was a huge part of
that. I learned that, many times, the effort itself is more important than
the outcome. And, most of the time, you'll be surprised with what you
can achieve by trying.

Name:
Major: Business

Stephanie Pratt

Management

Grad year: 2010
Job Title: Project

Lead, Sales Technology for Frito Lay

I am a senior accountant for Huntington National Bank. My team works
speciﬁcally with Huntington's commercial businesses; our primary task is to
implement the necessary accounting controls for accurate ﬁnancial reporting.
The greatest recurring challenge in my career is leading meetings with the
appropriate business partners when accounting, reporting, or procedural issues are
identiﬁed. I have to ask the right questions conﬁdently to better understand the
product, software system mechanics, or third party contractual relationships and
then propose short- or long-term corrections or enhancements.
Doing my work well requires a constant review of the U.S. Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (U.S. GAAP), along with any new applicable

Name:
Major: Broadcast

Josh Hooper

accounting pronouncements, laws and regulations, and internal accounting
policies. Many pieces of information are needed to make good judgments
and give sound accounting advice.
This challenge also makes for excellent work experience that

Communications

Grad year: 2002
Job Title: Creative

Services Director,
Radio Host for 104.9 the River

constantly stretches my abilities to advise people in the future. The ability to advise
business partners and be a resource for any accounting issues or questions they
may have is very rewarding. I also ﬁnd it rewarding to know that, through all my
efforts, I am assisting in the larger goal of making ﬁnancial reporting more relevant,
reliable, and transparent for our investors.
To me, success is accomplishing what you set out to accomplish. It's
appropriate pace. My goals are about growth in both personal and professional
arenas. I've worked hard to apply the skills I learned at MVNU to gain relevant
work experience and to progress in my career. My wife and I have also made plans
to grow our family, and we are excited to announce the arrival of our ﬁrst child,
who will be born in October 2015!
MVNU gave me the educational foundation for my career in accounting,
but my learning did not stop after graduation. Some of the greatest challenges
and rewards in my career have been the learning opportunities.

Name:

Steven Hoar

Major: Double

major in Accounting and Financial Management

Grad year: 2010
Job Title: Senior

Accountant for Huntington National Bank
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I am the Afternoon Drive host for a radio station, 104.9
the River in Columbus. I’m also the Creative Services Director
for the station. In that role, I oversee all station production
including commercials, some copy writing, promotional materials,
and imaging. (Imaging involves creating the sound clips you hear
between songs that tell you what station you are listening to.)
The greatest rewards in my work are knowing that someone
has found Jesus through our station, that their faith has grown, or
that my actions and excellent work have impacted a client beyond
just making a good commercial. Success is wrapped up in God’s
Kingdom, first and foremost. It is directly tied to sharing Jesus with
others. He is the reason for all we have, all we are, and all we do.
Whether our vocation directly involves ministry, or if we are a light
to those we work with, directing others to Him and growing others
in their faith is why we exist!
I would say that God has greatly blessed my career thus
far. I have been involved in radio with some great people who have
encouraged and equipped me, and I have been able to accomplish
much, both in connecting with listeners and in creating solid
advertising messages for clients.
However rewarding, though, radio is a very intense vocation,
and it can be very time-consuming. Beyond putting in my work
hours, I travel more than two hours round trip each day, so that’s
a lot of time away from my wife and four children. They are my
priority, and it’s hard to miss time with them because we live so far
from my work.
The most important thing about my time at MVNU was
working at the radio station. WNZR gave me invaluable experience
because I got to do the work I was learning about. Hands-on, realworld radio is preached and performed at WNZR. Accountability,
responsibility, growth, respect, teamwork, and putting the listener
first are just some of the skills and traits I learned firsthand. Marcy
and Joe Rinehart helped shape me into the professional, and the
person, that I am today.

important to create realistic goals that will stretch your skills and abilities at an
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The GRAPEVINE
Jillian (Zartman ’00) and Kyle
Harmann welcomed Logan Phillip
Harmann into their family on Sept.
16, 2014. He was 18.6 inches long
and weighed 8 pounds, 1.1 ounces.
He joins big sister Amelia.
Jharmann13@yahoo.com

Scott Flemming (’80), one-time MVNU
basketball coach and athletic director, is
leaving his position as Head Coach of India’s
national men’s basketball team. He will take
over as Head Coach of the men’s basketball
team at Northwest Nazarene University in
Idaho.
Erinn (Dennison ’99)
and Matthew Lawson
adopted their baby
boy, Sawyer Thomas,
on April 28. Erinn is a
Spanish teacher at the
Ohio Virtual Academy,
and Matthew is an
academic advisor for the same institution.

Amber (Rice ’00) Miller, a columnist, has
accumulated her ﬁrst 52 articles into a book.
The articles focus on the love and goodness of
God. Published by Tate Publishing, her book
is available to purchase through her website
at ambermiller.tateauthor.com. Amber and her
husband Mike live in Baltic, Ohio, and have
three sons, A.J., Grady, and Braxton.
Kathryn (Anderson
’01) and Sixto
Gaona welcomed
their ﬁrst baby girl,
Adyson Blessing,
into their family on
September 26 in Juanjui, Peru. They are
currently serving as pastors at the Campanilla
Church of the Nazarene in San Martin, Peru.
katielovesbelize@yahoo.com

80s-00s

00s-10s

Teresa (Diefenbacher
’07) and Robert
Bowden (’15)
welcomed Madison
Hensley Bowden
into their family on
March 2, 2015, at Bethesda North Hospital in
Cincinnati, Ohio. She weighed eight pounds
and was 21 inches long. Bobby is a middle
school math teacher at Miamisburg Middle
School and Teresa is a middle school youth
pastor at West Chester Church of
the Nazarene.
Lee (Adkins ’10)
and Chris McHam
welcomed their
second child, Brayden
Lee McHam, on April
20, 2015. Brayden
joins his older brother Andrew. The family now
resides in Orrville, Ohio, where Lee teaches
high school math.
Micah and Hannah
Kuhn (’11) are thrilled
to announce the birth
of their long-awaited
son, Jude Asher. He was
born on March 25, 2015;
he weighed 7 pounds, 7 ounces and was 19
inches.
Angie Vertucci (MBA ’11, B.A. ’07) is
currently the Morning Show Host and
Coordinator of Marketing & Promotions
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Kristina (Jetter ’00) Guyton is a lecturer at
Ohio University where she teaches English to
international students in the Ohio Program of
Intensive English. She also coordinates other
sociocultural activities for the program. She
and her husband Chip reside in Athens, Ohio.

Rev. Tim McPherson
(’02) has been
appointed Dean
of Institutional
Advancement at
Nazarene Theological
Seminary in Kansas
City, Mo. Prior to accepting this position, Rev.
McPherson served as Pastor at Champion
Church of the Nazarene in Warren, Ohio, and
held other positions in pastoral ministry in
churches across the United States. He served
as District Secretary and Ministerial Credentials
Secretary for nine years on the East Ohio
district, where he also served for seven years
as a member of the District Advisory Board.

Kelly (Fig ’99) Smith won the ﬁrst-place
prize in the most recent edition of Creative
Nonﬁction, a top 25 literary journal. “Do
No Harm,” an excerpt from her memoir-inprogress, tells the story of her ﬁrst pregnancy,
which ended in a stillbirth. In the excerpt, she
meditates on the experience of loss and the
quality of interactions between patients and
healthcare providers.

Jennifer (Martin ’05)
and Bradley Moore
welcomed Arya into
their family on Sept. 16,
2013. She is a
lively, energetic
child who already loves books.
Jen.martin25@yahoo.com

for Shine FM Radio
88.5/88.9. Prior to
this, she created and
managed a successful
business incubator and
entrepreneurial center in
Union County, Ohio.
Tyler (’13) and Christa (Castle
’14) Benson were married on
Sept. 6, 2014, in Mount Vernon.
They now live in Marietta,
Ohio. Tyler works for the Kroger
Businesses Unit, and Christa works
as an intervention specialist at
Belpre Elementary School.
Jackie Duncan (’14), along with the president
of the Ohio Education Association and two
fellow teachers, testiﬁed before the Ohio
Senate Committee on March 10, 2015. They
urged the committee to scale back new
standardized testing because of the increasing

amount of time the tests require as well as
because of student anxiety.
Joshua Thomas (’14) had a paper accepted
for the 2015 David Foster Wallace conference
held at Illinois State University in May. He
is currently enrolled in the M.A. in English
program at the University of Toledo.
Ashley McIntosh (’15) has been selected for
participation in the Columbus Foundation’s
2015 Summer Fellowship Program. The
program provides college students and recent
college graduates with the opportunity to
work with central Ohio nonproﬁt organizations
for a 10-week period. Ashley will support
Per Scholas’ workforce development goals
through research on current IT workforce
trends, future needs of employers, capacity
of the market, and deﬁning skills gaps of the
education supply and training demand.

Bethany “Sage” (Thompson ’03) Moreno
passed away on Feb. 16, 2015, at the age
of 34. She was employed as a high school
teacher for the Columbus Torah Academy.
She enjoyed participating in theater as
a choreographer and teaching ballroom
dancing.
Retired MVNU chemistry professor Rick Jones
passed away on April 17, 2014, at Riverside
Methodist Hospital in Columbus, Ohio, after
a long battle with multiple sclerosis. He is
survived by his wife and children.

Please submit updates
and photos for
publication by email to
alumni@mvnu.edu
or online at
grapevine.mvnu.edu.

In Memoriam

10s

With the addition of our new engineering program, plans are
underway to incorporate an engineering design and fabrication lab,
a fully functioning machine shop, and electrical engineering labs.
Updated lab areas will provide critical space and equipment for
students to explore and learn concepts necessary for employment in
our STEM areas—science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
To explore other giving options visit the website below.

I will
the Campaign for

Every gift makes a difference to individual students.
Thank you for participating in MVNU’s life-changing work.

To give, visit mvnu.edu/iwill

A passion for education.
A will to change the world.

COUGAR
PRIDE

SOFTBALL

TH E RU N DOW N

Hayley Gray, Hannah Shaffer, Konnor Byers, Lauren Arndt,

Hannah Shaffer was named to the 2015 NAIA National
Fastpitch Coaches Association All-Region Second Team in the
Midwest Region. She was also named to the 2015 Capital One
Academic All-District First Team for District 1 in the College
Division.

Morgan Wade, and Cambree Moser earned 2015

BASEBALL

Daktronics-NAIA Scholar Athlete honors.

The Mount Vernon Nazarene University baseball team earned

TRACK AND

numerous Crossroads League awards. Among those honored
were Jake Dickerson (Player of the Year) and Head Coach

FIELD

Keith Veale (Coach of the Year).
Connor Riedel, Ellis Gallion, and Josh Richardson
Andrew Fila, Efrain Montero, and Riley Swanson were

earned 2015 Daktronics-NAIA Scholar Athlete honors.

named to the 2015 Capital One Academic All-District First
Team for District 1 in the College Division. All three also
earned 2015 Daktronics-NAIA Scholar Athlete honors.

MEN'S

BASKETBALL
Jonathan Roby, Troy Williams, Eric Roby, and Bryan Redic
were named 2014-15 Daktronics-NAIA Scholar Athletes.
Bryan Redic was also selected to the 2014-15 Capital One
Academic All-American First Team in the College Division.

WO M E N ' S

BASKETBALL
Amanda Learned has been selected as the new Head Coach of
the Women’s Basketball program.
Melanie Lombardi and Erica Cramer were named 2014-15
Daktronics-NAIA Scholar Athletes.

MEN'S

Martell Medley was named Crossroads League Second Team

GOLF

All-League.

The team finished second place at the Crossroads League.

Josh Ashwill was named to the Crossroads League All-

Charlie Phillips was named the Crossroads League Player of

Defensive team.

the Week twice.
Tyler Alexander earned 2015 Daktronics-NAIA Scholar
Athlete honors.

C RO S S

Chip Wilson has been added to the staff on a full-time basis.

Josh Richardson was named to the 2015 Capital One

Wilson will guide the Cross Country programs along with the

Academic All-District First Team for District 1 in the College

Track and Field programs which were re-launched this past

Division. Richardson also finished first at the Ohio River Road

season.

Runners Half-Marathon and 13th in the field of 31 runners in
the marathon at the 2015 NAIA Outdoor Track and Field.

Keep up with Cougar Athletics:
mvnucougars.com
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Success

Time
Travels

FROM THE
ARCHIVES

A past MVNU graduate wears his cap with pride,
demonstrating his collegiate mastery of the ironic.
For many young adults, the hallmark of success is
graduating college and taking the ﬁrst step into a
career. For others, success means going on to earn
a master’s degree or getting married and starting
a family. No matter which path students choose,
commencement is where it begins.

C HAPLAIN’S CORNER
I hope you are not reading this while
you are driving to work. If so, please read it
later.

R e v. J o e N o o n e n

Let’s talk about that drive to work. I

/

University Chaplain

hope you are not like so many who are working
too hard and missing out on what Jesus

seniors several questions:

I've gone from barely

promised for us: the abundant life.

R5".5#53)/5&,(51"#&53)/5

being able to keep my

Have you taken time to read any good
books lately? There are a lot of them out there,
and some address concerns about working too
hard. I would recommend for your consideration
a book written by John Brueggemann (For
those wondering, the answer is yes—he is the
son of Walter Brueggemann). Go buy a copy of

were at MVNU?
R5")5#53)/5)'51"#&53)/5
were at MVNU?
R5".51#&&53)/5'#--5-53)/5&05 >
Here is one of the responses to these

head above water to
someone who is able
to actively serve and to
stand up for the things
I believe in.

questions:
“I've learned that it's OK to not be

“I will miss
the people here. They've

Rich, Free, and Miserable: The Failure of Success in

OK. That there's freedom and healing in

journeyed with me and become

America.

being vulnerable and sharing life with people,

my support system. They've helped shape me

sometimes people you never would have

into who I am. They've been there with me

to be successful yet have a sense of dread and

thought. I've learned that living a life for Christ

in my darkest moments and in my greatest

misery that follows them to work and then from

is difficult. It requires us to make decisions about

celebrations. I will miss seeing them in the

work back to home. When you listen to them,

who we are and who we want to be, and often

cafeteria, in class, or just walking across campus.

you hear about constant struggles that plague

those decisions cost us something. Sometimes

I know there are people here who will be in

their lives. Brueggemann suggests that such

it's friendships or relationships; sometimes

my life forever, but I will miss the unexpected

experiences may be the result of the “expansive

it's things or activities. It's almost always our

conversations that happen in passing. It's the

market culture” that has found its way into

comfort with where we are. I've learned about

small things really.”

every facet of our lives and is “deteriorating” our

grace—both how it's been extended to me and

capacity for meaningful relationships.

my need to extend it to others. I've learned that

matter. It is the quality of our relationships and

love isn't just for giving but that I also have to

the way in which we engage beyond the bottom

allow others to love me.

line. A cursory examination of our graduates

Perhaps you know those who appear

How should we respond to what
Brueggemann describes as the issues of greed,
narcissism, and materialism? He suggests several

“Throughout the last four years I've

Success. It is the small things that really

on social media reflects that we are a nurturing

changed a lot. I've become more grounded in

community. Those who came to know each

done by MVNU: Build institutions that nurture

who I am in Christ. I came into college carrying

other during their course of study at MVNU

internal community while engaging the broader

a lot of baggage, baggage that I had never

remain connected following commencement.

issues of our world.

shared with anyone and baggage that controlled

They speak with each other and into each

everything I did. It robbed me of my ability not

other’s lives. As stated by this recent graduate:

looked at how this campus is engaged with the

only to laugh and enjoy life, but to really feel

“There are people you meet here who will be in

broader world. In this issue we are looking at

anything at all. Throughout these last four years

your life forever.”

how we might define and understand success.

I've done a lot of healing. It’s required time

We believe MVNU prepares its graduates for

and patience, both from me and from others.

more than what the market culture intimates

substantive success by instilling within them

It's been painful and exhausting, but it's been

through its insistence that we must have more

the value of community. This is taking place

worth it to know what it feels like to really live

and have that in abundance and excess. Success

intentionally—we are aware of the larger social

life. But I didn't do all of that on my own. I was

certainly transcends the singular measure of

context in which networks of friendships have

surrounded by people who loved me and prayed

profits.

been eroding significantly over the last decade.

for me and had difficult conversations with me

In the last issue of the NOW, we

Recently, I had the privilege of

Success and the good life are much

Jesus’ words are appropriate here “For

so that I could become who I am, so I could

what shall a man be profited, if he shall gain the

delivering the 2015 Baccalaureate sermon. In

know what it means to really live. I've grown

whole world, and forfeit his life? Or what shall a

preparing for this message, I asked graduating

in my faith and my relationship with Christ.

man give in exchange for his life?”

Want to connect with Joe?
@joenoonen
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possibilities. One is relevant to the work being
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HOMECOMING

NOVEMBER 13-14, 2015

PLEASE JOIN US FOR MOUNT VERNON NAZARENE UNIVERSITY’S
2015 HOMECOMING WEEKEND.
From exciting events like Cougar basketball games and the 5K Walk/Run,
to Class Reunion Brunches and the President’s Prayer Breakfast,
it is sure to be a weekend you don’t want to miss!

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

President’s Prayer Breakfast

5K Walk/Run

Homecoming Chapel

Class Reunion Brunches

Cougar Men’s and
Women’s Basketball Games
with Special Halftime Entertainment

Afﬁnity Groups Gatherings
Homecoming Queen Coronation
Cougar Men’s and
Women’s Basketball Games
with Special Halftime Entertainment

For more details and to register, please visit

MVNU.EDU/HOMECOMING
NU.EDU/

